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Since 1866, Sherwin-Williams has provided manufacturers and finishers with the coatings they need to make their products look 
better and last longer, while helping their operations meet productivity and sustainability goals. For both wood and general industrial 
markets, our innovative solutions go beyond coatings to include knowledge, tools, equipment, supplies, and industry-leading support. 
We’re more than a coatings provider – let us show you how we will be your coatings solution partner.

Aurora Color System
Single Online Solution For Color Management
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This comprehensive system ensures color consistency across 
locations and provides innovative tools that keep you up-to-date 
with evolving trends and in control of customization, inventory 
and product knowledge. 

For integrated color management across multiple sites, a premium software solution is essential. 
The Aurora Color System delivers. With just one online resource, you can easily share formulas, 
create custom colors, calculate costs and track inventory and environmental data.  

Aurora Color System makes it simple for you to ensure your color formulas are consistent, for 
every job, across every location. Seamlessly share and access color formulas via any web-enabled 
device for comprehensive control you can count on.

With Aurora, you have full access to powerful tools for product knowledge and color 
customization. Track and report environmental data, unlock an expanded color formula library, 
keep up with trends and easily produce your own custom colors. It’s all possible with this single 
online resource.

Rely on Aurora Color System to make it easier than ever to track material usage and manage 
inventory levels across each of your locations. Additionally, Aurora allows you to calculate costs 
for maximum efficiency and profitability. 

Aurora Color System’s state-of-the-art software is your unmatched resource for color 
management.

■■ Share formulas across locations and computer systems

■■ Track material usage and inventory levels

■■ Generate VOC and HAPs reports

■■  Access an expanded formula library with color  
trends updated annually

■■ Easily locate formulas with simple search boxes

■■  Manage productivity in the mixing room by tracking when  
batches were started/completed

State of the art color  
management system
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